Béton postcontraint
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related to this theme

Broader concept (1)
→ Béton précontraint

Related Terms (1)
→ Construction en béton postcontraint

Documents on this topic

livres

livres (2)

→ Post-tensioned concrete floors
   Note:Note : Bibliogr. p. 306-308. Index
   Auteur du texte:Sami Khan, Martin Williams
   Link: catalogue
The viability of partially post-tensioned concrete durability, corrosion, and fatigue in aggressive environments

Material description: 1 vol. (XIV-172 p.)
Note: Note : Bibliogr. p. 115-123
Auteur du texte: Jeffery Volz
Link: catalogue

Pages in data.bnf.fr

Related authors
Authors related to Béton postcontraint

This page in data.bnf.fr lab
Béton postcontraint in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages
This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb12553062m

Sources
Dicobat 10 : dict. général du bâtiment / J. de Vigan, 2011 (art. : Béton)
Définition de : Post-tension (2017-08-09)
The viability of partially post-tensioned concrete : durability, corrosion, and fatigue in aggressive environments / J. Volz, 2009

Variant subject headings
Postcontrainte (construction en béton)